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For Steven Tatum, Steven Liebman, and Charles Werberig
My New Jersey, Utica, and Rochester mentors.
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The recent work of this thesis is a distilling of the
elements of my thoughts about photography, myself, and my
experience in viewing the world. I began life as a visually
artistic person, always knowing I wanted to be an artist.
I drew and worked with clay throughout my school years.
I began photographing and working in the darkroom when I
was sixteen. I photographed on the streets in Philadelphia,
in the Pine Barrens of New Jersey, in the Poconos, and at
the Jersey shore. I became familiar with the photographic
art world, looking at the prints of 20th century photographic
masters and reading about photography. I found photography
particularly suited my nature as a passive observer. While
being sensitive to visual things I distrusted myself in the
creative process; I never enjoyed manipulating, changing,
or creating things. I preferred to record things as I saw
them.
Through the years at Kirkland and Hamilton Colleges
in Clinton, New York my photographic style solidified.
I bought a Rolleiflex for its larger film size so that
my pictures would be clearer in detail. I quickly
found
its simplicity, square format, and lightweight suited me.
I used other cameras 4x5 and 8x10 view cameras but I always
returned to the Rolleiflex and the square format. I photographed
objects or buildings in peopleless landscapes around Clinton
and Utica, New York. The desolation and the quality of the
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light in upstate New York in certain seasons fascinated me.
I put objects in the photographs for interest. Telephone
wires, roads, poles, trash, etcetera, are important elements
that mesh to make the picture. I found straight landscape
photographs empty and pretentious. I loved the photographs
of Walker Evans and Eugene Atget best--the objects in their
photographs became animated with a special life of their own
that transcended their origins to make them mysterious and
special. I chose to attend graduate school at R.I.T.
because I wanted to explore further the photographic
possibilities of the landscape in upstate New York.
My photographs portray a quality in the landscape
that I find in myself. When I go out to photograph, it
is usually the objects or the quality of light that attracts
me. I then try to capture the energy of the things themselves
within the energy of the frame. The frame enhances what
happens with the picture. It acts as a barrier that activates
the objects and lines by containing them or cutting them
off. The photograph solidifies the magic.
I use landscape because it is background, a grounding
force, the potential we aim for. It is the connection
between heaven and earth, the basic balance in our lives,
a background grounding force. I photograph to protect,
preserve, and collect. A picture is seeing a thought
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or an emotional state on paper and hung on the wall, and
then sometimes something beyond that. It is an emotional
state of beauty, and the arrangement of the picture makes
it mysterious.
I set the thesis project up with loose boundaries;
I gave myself a year to photograph things in landscape with
the Rolleiflex. Without a restrictive subject I was free
to photograph as I wanted, choosing my own subjects as I
went along. It was the best way for me to open up and
work, letting things come without being intimidated.
Photographing is capturing an enigma. I photograph
not arranging the objects in the ground glass, but by
throwing the camera or gently twisting it on the tripod.
I flop the tripod down somewhere, twisting the knobs, and
tilting the camera until the ground glass balances something
properly so it looks perfectly like you want it to look like,
and then clicking the shutter and moving on, looking and
flopping down again. Sometimes I would go for hours and
shoot three frames and sometimes I'd arrive somewhere and
shoot five rolls. The energy builds up and goes, climaxes
and ends. The last frames are usually the most exciting;
I am perfectly warmed up and attuned to things, running
around like a dog following his nose.
I started photographing in the early spring. I tended
to drive south of Rochester, photographing barren farm buildings,
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fields with remnants of snow, and in snow-covered
graveyards at dusk, and in public parks. The feelings
of early spring when the snow is melting and dirty are
beautiful and full of decay. The subject is more about
the death of winter than the beginning of spring. As the
spring progressed I photographed in more lush settings.
I went to Sonnenberg Gardens and photographed the statuary
among the bushes on a rainy day. I also photographed at a
waterfall in the woods near Hemlock lake. The photographs
were dark and rich with detail.
In the summer I photographed very little. I found
the light too harsh and bright, and trees full of leaves
unrevealing. I photographed crossroads, signs, and summer
clouds with telephone wires and poles crisscrossing the
pictures. The arrangement of telephone wires is a common
element in many of my photographs. They serve to flatten
or add dimension to the photograph or tie the photograph
together with other elements in it. Sometimes they serve
almost as comic relief or a humbling grounding back to human
reality .
In the fall I came back to a much more interesting
time to photograph. The leaves fell off the trees, the
light in the afternoon softened and became subtler. I
started photographing along the lake off of the Ontario
Parkway. The lake became a neutral background for the things
I photographed. Its bland flat grayness gave the pictures
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an inscrutable presence that helped define and enhance
the objects in the foreground. I photographed in an old
deserted summerhouse colony and in the woods above the bluffs
at Hamlin. The subject was mostly bare trees with some old
barbecues, railings, and parts of buildings. Photographing
in months when trees are bare--they also bare their characters
more. Their shape becomes their survival. The hard winters
and emotions of shutting up for the season show in the trees.
In the late fall I began to include people in my photographs.
I photographed them on a small scale so that they interacted
with the other elements in the photograph but did not over
power them. They added their own character and gestures to
the photographs.
In the winter I photographed the snow-covered lake.
The photographs are very stark and white with black spots
of contrast where the bushes and statuary peek through the
snow. The blank whiteness of the photographs shows the
emotional numbing of winter.
My photographs are printed on Portriga-Rapid . I have
used this paper through trial and error for eight years.
I prefer the warm tone and subtle tonal range. The film
is Verichrome Pan for its wide exposure latitude, subtle
ranges, and price. The film was developed in D-76 1:1 for
thirteen minutes for contrast and printed on a cold-head
enlarger on Portriga grades two and three. The paper was
developed in Beers formula or LPD . This gave the pictures
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a colder, more neutral chocolate tone instead of the greenish
sepia tone Portriga is usually known for when developed in
Dektol . The photographs were printed on 16x20 paper full
frame without an easel so that the edges of the prints were
indistinct. This gave the pictures an easier transition
to the white borders of the paper. The prints were mounted
behind a sheet of 16x20 glass.
Twenty-seven prints were choosen for the show. They
were hung in groups of one to six. They were grouped visually
by the elements in the pictures. For example, the emptier snow
pictures went together in two rows of four, while the dark
photographs full of trees were grouped together in a row of
six. The walls of the gallery were arranged to be open on
two ends, with three walls put together on each side. The
dark busy wall of photographs contrasted with the lighter
snow pictures. On another wall I alternated the vertical
elements of trees by the lake with heavier landbound pictures.
By the end of the year I had found that my emphasis
had shifted from just photographing objects to being
able to photograph in general settings without having
specific interesting
"things"
in front of me. I felt
expanded and freed from subject matter. I could photograph
my intentions much more widely and easily.
My best experience in the world, the one the thesis is
based on, are my deeper intuitions that guide my life.
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The photographs distilled my viewing experience in the
world. I made photographs as a basic record of not just
my perceptions in viewing the world or capturing
beauty--
but recording synchronistic happenings, enigmas that can
not be explained but fit together in the frame of the
picture on its plane. It is about recording essences in
simple things, or as Rilke in a piece on landscape art
concludes, "All art is this: love, which has been poured
out over enigmas--and all works of art are enigmas
surrounded, adorned, enveloped by
love."-^
'Rainer Maria Rilke, "Worpswede", Where Silence Reigns,
New Directions Pub. Co., 1978, p. 22.
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Appendix A: Quotation used in the exhibition.
"It was absurd, perhaps, to have one's head so easily
turned; but there was perfect convenience, at least, in
the way the parts of the impression fell together and took
a particular light. This light, from whatever source
proceeding, cast an irresistible spell, bathed the picture
in the confessed resignation of early autumn, the charming
sadness that resigned itself with a silent smile. I say
"silent"
because the voice of the air had dropped as forever,
dropped to a stillness exquisite, day by day, for a pilgrim
from a land of stertorous breathing, one of the windiest
corners of the world; the leaves of the forest turned, one
by one, to crimson and to gold, but never broke off: all
to the enchantment of this strange conscious hush of the
landscape, which kept one in presence as of a world created,
a stage set, a sort of ample capacity constituted, for--well,
for things that wouldn't after all, happen: more the pity
for them, and for me and for you. This view of so many
of the high places of the hills and deep places of the
woods, the lost trails and wasted bowers, the vague, empty,
rock-roughened pastures, the lonely intervals where the
afternoon lingered and the hidden ponds over which the
season itself seemed to bend as a young bedizened, a slightly
melodramatic mother, before taking some guilty flight,
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hangs over the crib of her sleeping child--these things
put you, so far as you were preoccupied with the human
history of places, into a mood in which appreciation became
a positive wantonness and the sense of guality, plucking
up unexpectedly a spirit, fairly threatened to take the
game into its hands. You discovered, when once it was
stirred, an elegance in the commonest objects, and a mystery




Henry James, The American Scene, ed. Leon Edel,
Indiana University Press, 1968, pp 15-16.
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Appendix B: Thesis Proposal, January 16, 1984.
Purpose
My purpose is to photograph upstate New York landscape
and the presence expressed by the objects, structures, and
artifacts left there.
Background
I photograph the objects left in the landscape for
the beauty and power they reveal in their silence and
solitude. It is a form of self-expression; I photograph
my own nature and the things I see in myself around me.
Landscape is an enduring constant; the land and the
changes of seasons are always there as a grounding force
in a crazy world. The landscape of upstate New York has
always interested me. The quality of the light in the
countryside, especially in the fall, winter, and spring
is more accessible to revealing the spirit in things than
the flat populous landscape of New Jersey where I grew up.
In the hard winter here plants and trees are crystallized
down to their most essential form. The atmosphere is rich
and the objects left in the landscape are older and more
forgotten. Old objects reveal the passage of time. The




I will photograph in black and white using 2^x2%,
4x5, and 8x10 cameras. The final prints will be in
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